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lope (mario moreno) is assigned to the embassy of pepeslavia (a play on the title of moreno's second american film, pepe). the ambassador is so incompetent
that he is mistaken for the new mexican president. lope, who also doesn't like the mexican president, has his secretary señora lopez (cantinflas) get involved in

a plot to overthrow the president. while lope and señora lopez are negotiating the overthrow with a representative of the president, they are attacked by
mexican police. to avoid extradition, lope escapes to pepeslavia. the president of pepeslavia, being an absolute dictator, overthrows the president and becomes

lope's boss. the new mexican president is made a scapegoat and lope is sent back to mexico. 1965. 1 hr. 45 min. spanish with spanish and english subtitles.
dvd. [sp 248] elena's career began as a dancer. then she sang on the radio, first in russian, then in a small country. she later moved to italy, where she became
a journalist and wrote for la stampa, the most important newspaper in italy. in 1980 she made her first film with aldo lado in his very popular "ferrari" series. in

this film, "la stampa" director aldo lado tells the story of the first woman to become the european formula 1 world champion. elena won the italian championship
three times, and she was the only woman ever to have won it. as a journalist and author, she has written many books, including "emma de angelis" and "adua",

a book about emilia gherardini, the woman who became the empress of austria. it was translated into all the languages of europe. since the film, she has
continued to follow her passion and decided to become a movie director. her last film was "elena's story", a feature film in which she played the main role. her
latest film is "the silver chain", which she also wrote. she is now concentrating on directing. she is a very determined woman, who has enormous willpower, and

who does not give up at the first obstacle. she is also very concerned about the quality of her films, and she takes great care of them. she believes that her
career is not a game, but a duty to her art. she is a "nearly" perfectionist. she wants to be the best. "my films should be a pride for me", she says. "i want them

to be as good as i can make them. i want them to be unique. i want them to be perfect. i want them to be worthy of the attention of those who will see them. my
films are not for the children; they are for the adults. i want them to be for everyone. i want my films to speak to people. i want them to be enjoyed, to be

considered, to be called beautiful. i want the audience to be moved."
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every movie that we list has the subtitles for the main language and for the optional language. we list movies that are available in various languages and we do
our best to keep the subtitles updated. when you download free subtitles from our site, you can watch the movies in any language. abel ferrara's "the driller

killer" is a lurid, violent, and absurd tale of two estranged brothers whose father's corpse is found floating in a swamp after he was killed by a trucker. just as the
family life unravels, the brothers set out to discover who the trucker was and why he targeted their father. meanwhile, a female cop on the case forms an illicit

romance with the trucker, whose temper just gets worse and worse. director ferrara's controversial black-comedy-horror film depicts the decay of a
dysfunctional family in a dark and twisted vision of suburbia. the driller killer stars alec baldwin, whoopi goldberg, kim basinger, and rene russo. (includes dvd
extras.) 2009. color. 2 hr. 23 min. english with optional english subtitles. special features include: creating the driller killer, a very special driller killer, making

the driller killer, theatrical trailer, and theatrical trailer. dvd. [fr 242] hatikyé hayek. houda benyassa's acclaimed drama is an emotional journey into the life of a
young turkish woman, who, after her parents are killed in a car accident, reluctantly travels to the united states to reunite with them. back in turkey, her brother

is a political prisoner; her mother's marriage has collapsed; and her sister and nephew are staying with relatives in the united states. as the family's fortunes
change and houda's life as a refugee passes, the story spans several years and focuses on both houda's relationship with her sister and her search for a

husband and a life in america. winner of the bafta award for best actress. 2000. color. 3 hr. 40 min. english with optional english subtitles. special features
include: audio commentary with director houda benyassa, director of photography mohammad ait-bih, and editor g.e. manners; a visit with houda benyassa;

houda benyassa: a legacy; 3 interviews with houda benyassa; and a gallery of photographs. dvd. [fr 124] 5ec8ef588b
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